Protecting patient privacy in digital health technology: the Dutch m-Health infrastructure of Hartwacht as a learning case
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ABSTRACT
Innovative ways of healthcare delivery like m-Health, the practice of medicine by mobile devices and wearable devices are the promising new technique that may lead to improvement in quality of care at lower costs. While fully acknowledging the importance of m-Health development, there are challenges on privacy legislation. We address the legal framework, especially the General Data Protection Regulation, applied to m-Health and its implications for m-Health developments in Europe. We discuss how these rules are applied using a representative example of an m-Health programme with remote monitoring in the Netherlands. We consider informing patients about the data processing and obtaining their explicit consent as main responsibilities of healthcare providers introducing m-Health in their practice.

INTRODUCTION
Healthcare systems worldwide are facing new challenges, such as an ageing population, inadequate delivery of medical resources and increasing budgetary pressure.1 Innovative ways of healthcare delivery, such as mobile health (m-Health), are rapidly gaining ground in the pursuit to face these challenges. m-Health is a subtheme of e-Health (the use of Information Communication Technology (ICT) in health)2 3 and is defined as the practice of medicine by mobile devices (ie, mobile phones and tablets) and wearable devices (ie, smart watches, mobile single lead ECGs).4 5 Monitoring patients outside a hospital with m-Health is likely to increase patient’s health status at decreased expenditure.6 Although m-Health is promising, it poses important challenges on privacy, data protection and data security.7

In 2016, the parliament of the European Union (EU) adopted the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which came into force in May 2018.8 9 Already in 2012, the European Commission of the EU proposed a comprehensive reform of the earlier EU’s privacy directive (Directive 95/46/EC, dating back to 1995). In light of the rapid digitalisation, a strong and more coherent data protection framework was considered necessary to protect individuals with regard to the processing and free movement of their personal data. Since m-Health depends heavily on the collection, storage, transfer and interpretation of patients’ personal (health) data, each m-Health infrastructure, set up within the EU’s territorial scope (Article 3 GDPR), should be in accordance with the GDPR’s provisions.5 The scope of the Regulation includes all data processing carried out by a medical centre or company based in the EU. Ensuring GDPR compliance is important to safeguard legitimate data processing, and to keep the confidence of patients who entrust their data and privacy to their doctors. Institutions that use personal data and fail to comply can face penalties that can be up to 4% of previous year’s turnover.10

In a responsible m-Health infrastructure, all data processing should meet...
the requirements of the GDPR. To facilitate further m-Health development in the EU, we provide a comprehensible step-by-step roadmap on how to set up a GDPR-proof m-Health infrastructure. As an example, we provide our own m-Health infrastructure that was recently introduced in the Netherlands (HartWacht). We examine the challenges we encountered with regard to HartWacht and the GDPR. Finally, we discuss possible pitfalls healthcare providers should be aware of when introducing a GDPR-compliant m-Health infrastructure.

HARTWACHT: A DUTCH EXAMPLE OF AN M-HEALTH INFRASTRUCTURE

In 2016, Hartwacht—a system to monitor patients with widespread heart diseases—was introduced in the Netherlands. It enables patients to perform health measurements at home. The programme is set up for three patient groups: patients with cardiac arrhythmias, patients with hypertension and patients with congestive heart failure. Cardiology Centres of the Netherlands (CCN) serves as healthcare provider (HCP). Devices (hardware) and applications (software) are provided by several partners. The devices are connected to the applications for smartphone, tablet or personal computer. Collected health data are transferred to CCN, through partner servers and integrated in the electronic patient files. Incoming health data are interpreted by dedicated nurses under the supervision of a cardiologist. If necessary, this team contacts the patient or the treating physician (see figure 1).

Data processing within HartWacht

For proper functioning of the Dutch heart disease surveillance system, large amounts of personal health data need to be collected, stored, transferred, shared and interpreted. Figure 2 shows an overview of data processing within Hartwacht. For each of these phases different articles from the GDPR are applicable. We will describe every phase with its corresponding relevant GDPR articles and show the experience of HartWacht in complying with GDPR. An overview is presented in table 1.

IMPLICATIONS OF GDPR FOR M-HEALTH INFRASTRUCTURES

Compliance with GDPR

In May 2018, the GDPR came into force with as its main goal to offer protecting to all EU-citizens with respect to the processing of their personal data. The GDPR has consequences for the emerging field of m-Health, which is almost completely dependent on the processing of health data. It is the responsibility of each HCP initiating an m-Health programme ‘(…) to ensure and to be able to demonstrate that processing is performed in accordance with (…) (the GDPR)’, this by implementing appropriate technical and organisational measures to secure the data processing (Article 24 paragraph 1 GDPR).

Health data are identified in the GDPR as a ‘special category’. This means they are protected by a stricter privacy regime than other, ‘regular’, data. Health data are broadly defined as ‘data related to the physical or mental health of a natural person’ (Article 4 GDPR), and this clearly includes data on someone’s physical condition collected with mobile and/or wearable devices. As misuse of health data can have severe and extensive consequences for individuals, the processing of such data is prohibited, with only few exceptions (Article 9 GDPR).

In light of the GDPR, three ‘stakeholders’ are relevant in an m-Health home monitoring infrastructure.
First, the data subject (hereafter ‘the patient’): a person that can be identified through the data that are used in m-Health and whose rights are protected in the regulation (Article 4 paragraph 1 GDPR). Second, the data controller (hereafter ‘the healthcare provider’ or HCP): the institution, and on its behalf, the responsible healthcare provider(s), that determine the purposes and means of the data processing (Article 4 paragraph 7 GDPR). Third, the data processor (hereafter ‘the company’): the private party or parties that deliver the m-Health infrastructure and process data in this respect (Article 4 paragraph 8 GDPR).

**Company that provides m-Health infrastructure**

Before offering m-Health to patients, the HCP—as data controller—makes a clear agreement with his processor, the company that provides the appropriate infrastructure. In their agreement—called a ‘data processing agreement’ (DPA)—they decide on the specific purpose and nature of the data processing (Article 28 paragraph 3 GDPR). Because the processor acts on behalf of the controller, the HCP is the party that determines the content and conditions of the agreement, and the company the party that assists the controller with compliance with the obligations of the GDPR. Would a company, established outside the EU, be involved in m-Health, offered to patients in the EU, it would still be bound by the provisions of the GDPR (Article 3 paragraph 1 GDPR).

**Onboarding of patient**

In order to ensure correct identification, the patient is physically present on site when the m-Health programme is started. The patient provides consent—in this case: for a health monitoring programme—to his HCP. Consent needs to be obtained before any data collecting or processing; it should be freely given, and be based on sufficient and clear information, including the identity of all parties receiving patient data. In the Netherlands, the doctor–patient is regulated by civil law—by the ‘Medical Treatment Contract Act’—although it can also be regulated by public law. An important provision of this act is the one that ensures medical confidentiality, implying that patient data may not be shared with professionals that are not involved in the patient’s treatment without prior consent.

Apart from the Medical Treatment Contract Act, the GDPR requires informed consent (Article 7 GDPR), but in this case specifically for processing the patient’s data. It is again the HCP who is responsible for informing the patient and asks his or her consent before any data collection or processing is carried out; consent should be freely given, and be based on sufficient and clear information, including the identity of the HCP as controller and all parties receiving patient data (Article 13 GDPR). Written consent is not required, however, as long as ‘the controller (HCP) shall be able to demonstrate that the data subject has consented’ (Article 7 paragraph 1 GDPR). The patient has the option to withdraw consent, after which the m-Health programme and data collection should be terminated.

**Health data collection**

Health data are collected by patients through medical devices that are connected with an application on smartphone or tablet after preferably a safe login with two-factor authentication. After performing
measurements, data are (partly) stored locally on the smart devices owned by the patients.

**Health data transmission**

Health data that are recorded by the patient are transferred to servers of the company that is engaged in m-Health as data processor. It is the HPC’s responsibility to cooperate only with data processors providing sufficient guarantees to implement appropriate technical and organisational measures in such a manner that processing will meet the requirements of the GDPR and ensure the protection of the rights of the data subject (Article 28 paragraph 1 GDPR). In order to minimise risks of incidents during the transmission of the data, both parties—the HCP and the company—are responsible to implement appropriate technical and organisational measures to secure data transmission. In general, because health data are considered highly sensitive, those measures should provide the highest level of protection. Although data encryption is explicitly mentioned as an appropriate measure (Article 32 paragraph 1 GDPR), the GDPR does not describe which encryption methods are considered adequate. In general, however, in case of processing health data, encryption methods as described in ICT-security guidelines are mandatory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Implications from data protection legislation (GDPR)</th>
<th>Points of attention</th>
<th>HartWacht learning points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Onboarding of patient</td>
<td>► The patient is identified (by being physically present). ► Informed consent is obtained on treatment and processing of health data in context of m-Health programme.</td>
<td>► Consent for data processing is: freely given; specific; informed; and unambiguous.</td>
<td>► Only sign up patients after a visit to the outpatient clinic in which patient is informed about HartWacht.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Data collection</td>
<td>► Disclosure of relevant data stored and processed. ► Certification for data collectors.</td>
<td>► Using a login with two-factor authentication. ► Legal position of company as data processor (and controller).</td>
<td>► Provide patients with validated and certified mobile applications of contracted partners. ► Fully automated integration between mobile application and hospital information system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Data transmission</td>
<td>► Data controller and data processor reach agreement about processor’s activities and duties (data processing agreement, DPA).</td>
<td>► Applying highest level of encryption as described in ICT-security guidelines. ► When involving cloud services: additional security and confidentiality risks.</td>
<td>► DPA between CCN and manufacturers of devices and applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Data storage on external servers</td>
<td>► Data processor provides appropriate technical and organisational measures to facilitate data processing according to data protection principles (such as data minimisation) in accordance with DPA.</td>
<td>► Storing health data on servers in countries outside EU, not providing adequate level of data protection.</td>
<td>► Agreed with data processors to store the data in Netherlands and Ireland (EU).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sharing of personal data</td>
<td>► Data are shared in line with purpose description in DPA, unless data are aggregated and no longer considered personal data in light of GDPR.</td>
<td>► Sharing personal data for other purposes than initial description in DPA.</td>
<td>► Sharing of data limited to the purpose described in the DPA, such as device distribution or generation of medical data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sharing of aggregated data</td>
<td>► Data are shared in line with purpose description in DPA, unless data are aggregated and no longer considered personal data in light of GDPR.</td>
<td>► When using personal data for medical data research: not without consent or without meeting conditions of consent exemption.</td>
<td>► Only data not considered personal data might be used for research purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Data storage by healthcare provider</td>
<td>► Hospital information system meets required security safeguards. ► Supervising data protection officer is appointed and a Data Privacy Impact Assessment (DPIA) is performed.</td>
<td>► Duty to notify data breaches within 72 hours after discovery.</td>
<td>► Making use of a hospital information system containing the appropriate ISO certifications. ► Repeating the DPIA for each structural change in HartWacht.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Data interpretation by healthcare provider</td>
<td>► Designing the m-Health infrastructure for purposeful data processing (privacy by design and default).</td>
<td></td>
<td>► Limit data collection to relevant parameters: only blood pressure in the hypertension group, only EKG in the arrhythmia group.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*CCN, Cardiology Centres of the Netherlands; EKG, Electrocardiogram; EU, European Union; GDPR, General Data Protection Regulation; ISO, International Organization for Standardization.*
guidelines or standards, such as ISO (International Organization for Standardization)/ICE (Institute for Credentialing Excellence) 27001 are required (Article 43 paragraph 1 sub b GDPR). However, useful it may be to involve cloud services for data transmission (because of their increased scalability and flexibility), it obviously implies enlarged risk of infringing security and patient confidentiality. It is important that the HCP knows if the company involves cloud services (including their geographical location) in providing its services and is notified when personal data breaches occur (Article 33 GDPR).

Health data storage on external servers
After transfer, health data are stored on servers of the company. In its role as controller, the HCP needs to imply appropriate technical and organisational measures to ensure that only the data that are necessary for the specific purpose of the cooperation are collected and stored (data minimisation) (Article 25 paragraph 2 GDPR).

Sharing of personal data
Data processors (the companies that delivers the m-Health infrastructure) are required to minimise the data that are collected and limit it to what has been agreed on with the data controller (Article 28 paragraph 3 sub a GDPR). Processing of health data for purposes outside the professional healthcare domain (such as medical data research or product development or other commercial purposes) is strictly prohibited without prior consent.

Sharing of aggregated data
In the case of an m-Health infrastructure, aggregated and truly anonymised data do not fall within the scope of the GDPR and could be used for statistical purposes or medical data research. Data with information that can be attributed to an identifiable person is not considered anonymous but pseudonymised and therefore the GDPR does apply (Recital 26 GDPR). Pseudonymised data may only be used for these purposes after explicit informed consent’ (Article 6 paragraph 1 sub a GDPR and Article 9 paragraph 2 sub a GDPR).

Data storage by data controller
The HCP as data controller is required to maintain a record of all processed data in the m-Health programme (Article 30 paragraph 1 GDPR) and use a hospital information system with adequate security safeguards. Other responsibilities include designating a data protection officer (DPO) (Article 37 GDPR) and executing data protection impact assessments (Article 35 GDPR). The tasks of the DPO are explicitly mentioned in the GDPR and include, among other things, to monitor compliance with the GDPR and cooperate with supervisory authority if necessary (Article 39 paragraph 1 GDPR). In the case of a personal data breach the healthcare institution should notify the local authority within 72 hours after discovery (Article 33 paragraph 1 GDPR).

Data analysis by HCP
In this phase of data processing, ‘privacy by design’ and ‘privacy by default’ are important principles (Article 25 GDPR). This means, for instance, that the m-Health programme is designed in such a way that only personal data which are necessary for each specific purpose of the processing are processed (Article 25 paragraph 2 GDPR). Recognised certification can serve as an indicator to authorities that the data controller has complied with these requirements (Article 25 GDPR).

COMPLIANCE ISSUES WITH DATA PROTECTION LEGISLATION HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS SHOULD BE AWARE OF
As explained above, the GDPR has important consequences for the emerging field of m-Health whereas its functioning is largely dependent on the processing of health data; the presented ‘roadmap’ (see figure 2 and table 1) seeks to support healthcare providers who intend to set-up and implement a GDPR-compliant m-Health infrastructure. In this paragraph, we briefly discuss three issues related to complying with the GDPR.

Applicability of the GDPR
A first issue is whether data processing or certain parts fall within the scope of the GDPR. When data are truly anonymised the latter is not the case. In that situation, data may be processed by any party for any legitimate purpose, varying from commercial purposes to medical research or statistics. But the GDPR sets the bar high on anonymisation, stating in Recital 26 GDPR that data are anonymous where it does ‘not relate to an identified or an identifiable person’. Anonymisation is a technique applied to personal data in order to achieve irreversible de-identification. The same recital makes very clear that personal data which is ‘only’ pseudonymised, should be still considered to be information on an identifiable natural person. To determine whether a natural person is identifiable, (…) ‘account should be taken of all the means reasonably likely to be used, such as singling out, either by the controller or by another person to identify the natural person directly or indirectly. To ascertain whether means are reasonably likely to be used to identify the natural person, account should be taken of all objective factors, such as the costs of and the amount of time required for identification, taking into consideration the available technology at the time of the processing and technological developments’.

However, the line between anonymous and personal data can, in practice, be difficult to draw. Therefore, we advise to be on the safe side: in case of doubt on the
identifiability of the data, they should be considered to be personal non-anonymised data and fall within the scope of the GDPR.

**Legal position of company providing m-Health**

In general, the HCP is ‘data controller’, and the company that delivers the m-Health structure ‘data processor’. This is an important distinction because the GDPR treats the two very differently. The data controller, determining the purposes and the nature of the data processing, is the principal accountable party and carries the main responsibilities. The data processor merely performs certain activities with personal data, according to previously made contractual agreements with the data controller in a DPA, and has, therefore, as its main GDPR-responsibility, to ensure an adequate level of security, suitable to the risk of data processing (Article 32 paragraph 1 GDPR). When a device and application manufacturer simply carries out its assignment, it can be seen as a data processor. But if the company would do more with its collected patient data, for instance, process these for commercial or research purposes, it needs to be regarded also as a (second) data controller according to the GDPR, implying that all corresponding duties for controllers apply. In the latter situation, the company’s responsibilities under the GDPR are much more extensive than in the first situation.

**Involving cloud services**

Because of their technical possibilities and flexibility, it may be profitable for data controllers and processors to involve cloud services in providing m-Health, for instance, to obtain on-demand availability of data storage via the internet—the latter at relatively low costs and minimal maintenance activities. When a cloud service company is involved, this party would, similar to the device company, qualify as a data processor. How attractive this may be, the controller’s and processor’s joint responsibilities on appropriate security measures and safeguards should be assessed even more carefully in this setting. We aim especially at increased privacy and confidentiality risks, caused by, for instance, strict legislation on national security and terrorism in countries outside Europe, such as China and the USA. From privacy perspective, a cloud service based within the EU is preferable. An overview of the current involvement of cloud services in general healthcare does not exist, but a survey shows an adoption of 35% by HCP in the USA in 2016 of which 93% does not meet the standard of data security.14

**FINAL REMARKS**

Innovative ways of healthcare delivery, such as medicine by mobile and wearable devices, seem very promising in improving quality of care at lower costs. Therefore, we should encourage them, but not without paying proper attention to the principles and requirements of data protection legislation. The GDPR was enforced in May 2018 to ensure data protection of all EU citizens. Just like in medical data research, there has to be a fair balance between data protection and data processing for legitimate purposes. In medical research, this is progression of scientific knowledge, in m-Health this is innovation that could lead to better quality of care for patients at lower costs.15 The challenges and pitfalls we provide in this manuscript hopefully help healthcare providers starting m-Health initiatives to comply with its most important provisions. The m-Health specific Privacy Code of Conduct (2015), established by the European Commission16 but yet to be approved,17 also gives practical guidance. The most important responsibility for healthcare providers is to inform patients on data processing and to obtain their explicit consent. Only by complying with these and other GDPR-provisions, m-Health can live up to its promises in the near future.
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